
TO TAKE IT FURTHER
Best actor in a supporting role

Therefore encourage one another and build each other up .(1 Thessalonians 5:11)

Read
1 Thessalonians 5:11-14

If like me you are a sucker for watching award ceremonies, like
the BAFTAs or the Oscars, you will be familiar with the
category for Best Actor in a Supporting Role.' I've been
considering this and would like to sugg
rewarded more often in real life.

st it as a category to be

The zeitgeist of our twenty-first-century western world is all
about individuality, about self-fulfilment as our right - in fact,

than duties in general. Other
generations would have been puzzled by this emphasis. They
saw themselves as part of a whole: a family, a community, a
nation -much more about us and much less about me. In many
other cultures in the world people still do have this emphasis.
T'm not about to call down evil on what has been called the 'me
generation-I'm part ofit - but I do feel we rather set ourselves

much more about rights

up to be disappointed.
Most of us never do get the chance to be centre stage. Most

ofus are destined to remain in the background: not a lead player
but a supporting role, not the star of our own show, but a bit part
in someone else's. And maybe we'd enjoy life better if we
accepted that is how things are.
In fact, that's what draws me each year to waste time

watching BAFTAs and Oscars. I won't deny I enjoy the posh
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frocks, the sardonic presenters, the blubbing I wanna thank mymom' speeches, but what I really like is when some unknown
back-room boy or girl suddenly gets the honours. I love it when
someone who's been quietly slaving away at something they

believe in - sound design, animation, lighting gets the
applause. I also like to see those who facilitate, those who
believe in other people's talent or work to make them look better
or give them the words to say the producers, the agents, the
make-up artists - up there getting acknowledgement as well. I
especially loved it when David Seidler, writer of The King's
Speech, after a lifetime of slogging away at his craft, suddenly
swept all the awards at the age of 73.
So let's hear it for the supporting role. Because if there is

anything our society is in need of right now, I'd say it was are
evaluation of the importance of support. How about if teachers
in inner-city comprehensive schools and care workers with
elderly dementia sufferers were honoured more than footballers
and TV presenters? What if quietly building up those who've
been brave enough to take on a leadership role was considered
more of a sport than loudly knocking them down?
And while we're into radical rethinking, what if we did begin

to major on duties rather than rights? William Barclay has
claimed that:

One of the highest of human duties is the duty of encourage-
ment.

What if we really believed that and sought to carry it out?
Lionel Logue's unfulfiled ambition was to be a leading actor.

But what life gave him was a supporting role: patiently trying
to unravel the damage done to shell-shocked soldiers and timid
small boys- one ofwhom happened to become a king. And it
turned out that this was much the higher part. As the film shows.
it wasn't only the therapy itself. The creative methodology and
technical skills he brought to it were important, but it was his
gift of inspiring confidence, his capacity to be an encourager.
his willingness to be a friend that really made the difference.
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Ifyou can, at this point take a few minutes for a simple exercise.
Think for a moment of two or three people you have encountered
in the last few days. What was that encounter like? What did you
know of their circumstances or sense of their mood? Now rerun
the encounter from their point of view. Did they see you as
friendly, hostile or indifferent? Did they come away from the
encounter feeling lighter or brighter, or did you add to the burdens
of their day? Did you inspire their confidence or deflate it?
And how might God have viewed the encounter? Remember

that is the only audience who really matters. It may be God's
viewpoint that the poet William Wordsworth was thinking of
when he wrote of:

... that best portion ofa good man's life,
his little, nameless, unremembered acts
ofkindness and of love."

If so, when the divine review is written of our lives and times,
these acts will not be unremembered.
Our world is hungry for friendship. It is full of those who

yeam for appreciation, those who haven't received a smile
today, haven't had anyone actually look in their eyes or listen
to their words. It is full of those with anger waiting to be
defused, with potential waiting to be unlocked, those who would
blossom if only someone believed in them. It is full of those
who are scarred by rejection, wearied by criticism, those who
don't even know what it's like to be built up rather than
constantly knocked down.
You may be one of those people yourself. If so, bear in mind

that the best way to find a friend is to be one. And just in the
doing of it there is blessing, because to be a friend is to take on
the divine nature itself. So don't be afraid of playing a

supporting role. Perhaps this is the highest role that any of us
can ever play - simply that of being a friend.

Lord who walks with me on myjourney,
Help me this day to notice those who need encouraging.
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Teach me the skills ofasupporter:
the power ofeye contact, ofsharing ajoke,
ofconstructive criticism, ofshared silence in theface of
sorrow.

Teach me to say Tllprayforyou'- and mean it.
Make me willing to 'waste' time on someone 'unimportant'

To hang in with someone unpopular,
To carry someone's burden a mile or two,
To massage their bruised ego, or strengthen their wean
arms.

Lord, I turn to you to show me, because you are master ofi
Divineencourager, encourage me, Ipray.

'


